Caring for YouthCARE
Client:

YouthCARE

As an existing client, YouthCARE approached ComSpark first for advice after

Industry:

Charity

acquiring the final bridging unit within a row of four at their commercial/

Service:       Office refurbishment
Results:

      

Guidance, care and trust
      Low budget refurbishment
      Long term benefit

industrial building in Morley.
Since contracting ComSpark initially in 2010, the business relationship between the two
entities has grown significantly in trust and understanding. YouthCARE has come to rely
on ComSpark to fulfil any electrical and communications related services and the close
proximity between the two has made maintenance easy to do so.
In keeping with their relationship, ComSpark aided YouthCARE in selecting a builder that
would work with them to purposefully amalgamate the premises.
As a charitable organisation the budget for the project was largely ‘unknown’ which meant
the regularity and quantity of funds was uncertain. But with caring as the centrepiece of
ComSpark’s value system, the company’s management identified it as an ideal project to
contribute towards their annual philanthropic efforts.
The priority tasks in bringing the two sections of the building together included: expanding and updating the kitchenette, upgrading training facilities, wiring up additional office
workstations and for the premises to ultimately work as a collective whole.
From an electrical and cabling perspective this meant power, data/network cabling, lighting and possibly audio visual works, should it be feasible, were to be installed.
Upon closer inspection it was further identified that the circa fifty year old building would
benefit from an overhaul of its electrical wiring for the purposes of not only longevity and
energy efficiency but safety too.
After the initial rewiring of the main switchboard, works onsite were phased in and out
periodically in accordance with the builder over the course of several months.
Starting at one end of the building, areas were completed one-by-one so as to enable
business to carry on around the refurbishment. Workers were as courteous as could be
with regards to noise, scheduling midday hours to use power tools wherever possible.
With patience and perseverance, the project, which excluded various audio visual components was delivered in November of 2013. Pleased with the outcome, YouthCARE further
contracted ComSpark again early in 2014 for the installation of an array of audio visual
components.
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